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Abstract.Aiming at signal de-noising of fault diagnosis, we need obtain fault signal of high
signal to noise ratio with multi-wavelets which need little prior knowledge and are
uninfluenced by waveform matching. Here, this paper determines the wavelet basis through
contrast experiment, and the decomposition level is confirmed by the principles of making
noise fraction from details and making low energy from general picture, threshold is ensured
by the method of midpoint optimization. The simulation shows that this method can enhance
signal to noise ratio obviously.

1 Introduction
Fault diagnosis is to find out the reasons of object's triggering some operation function being not
consistent with normal condition in the case of given working environment, judge the elements of
arousing the occurrence of this condition, and even forecast the tendency and the loss of the
development of the condition[1-5]. Basic flow path can be divided into four procedures commonly as
Figure 1 shows:
1. Signal collection. Collect the representative fault signal in different conditions.
2. Signal de-noising. Dislodge the interfering signal in the collection signal.
3. Feature extraction. Extract the signal of reflecting fault’s feature in the time-domain,
frequency-domain or time- frequency domain of de-noising signal.
4. Fault diagnosis. According to relevant algorithm, judge the fault of characteristic signal.
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Figure 1.The flow chart of fault diagnosis.

As the key of fault diagnosis, fault de-noising normally has some methods at present, such as
repeating average de-noising, multipoint smooth de-noising, fourier de-noising, wavelet de-noising
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and so on [6-9].As a new method of signal de-noising in recent years, wavelet transform is a method
of time-frequency analysis [10]. It can analyze a signal’s details, and at the same time, can see the
whole outline of signal through transforming time and frequency partly.
The scale function of multi-wavelet is generated by two or more functions, so it is less affected by
wave form matching and has little requirement on the signal’s prior knowledge. What’s more, it can
combine the smooth, symmetry, tight branch, perpendicularity and vanishing moment well. This paper
obtains fault signal of high signal to noise ratio through improving multi-wavelet determination
method in wavelet basis, wavelet decomposition level and various detail thresholds.

2 Improving Multi-wavelet Algorithm
2.1 The Brief Introduction of Multi-wavelet
When conducting signal de-noising process, multi-wavelet follows the steps as Figure 2 shows. Firstly,
pre-filter noise signal. Secondly, perform threshold to fault signal that has experienced multi-wavelet
decomposition. Thirdly, obtain the new reconfiguration signal through multi-wavelet inverse
transformation. Finally, achieve target value by using post-filtering to dispose fault signal.
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Figure 2. The process of wavelet de-noising.

The multi-resolution analysis of multi-wavelet de-noising consists of multi-scale function, but
L2(R) space base consists of many traditional and flexible wavelet functions.
Suppose Φ(t)=φ1 (t),φ2 (t),Օ,φr (t) as r dimension scale function, Ψ(t)=[1 (t),2 (t),Օ,r (t)] as
wavelet function, hk and gk as r  r dimension filter array. Therefore, the equation is
(t )   hk (2t  k ) k  Z
(1)
k
 (t )   g k (2t  k ) k  Z
k

Set sj-1,n as r dimension low-frequency component, dj-1,n as r dimension high-frequency
component, h*k ǃg *k as the conjugate transpose of hk and gk. The decomposition and reconfiguration
of multi-wavelet follow the equation
(2)
sj-1,n = ∑k hk-2n sj,k ,dj-1,n = ∑k gk-2n sj,k
sj,n = ∑n (h*k-2n sj-1,n +g*k+2n dj-1,n )

(3)

2.2 The Choice of Multi-wavelet Index
In the procedure of multi-wavelet signal de-noising, three prime factors of affecting the effect of
signal de-noising are the structure of multi-wavelet, the number of piles choice of wavelet
decomposition, and the determination of detail threshold.
2.2.1 The structure of multi-wavelet
Wavelet transformation is different from Laplace transform and Fourier transform that have only one
fixed kernel function. Not only does it not have fixed wavelet base function, it also has great
difference in systematic ness, support length and wave path .However, the three conditions as follows
must be fitted for wavelet base function:
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+∞ |ω|2

Allowance condition: ∫-∞

dω<∞ which guarantees the inversion geometry of wavelet

ω
+∞
volatility:∫-∞ ψ(t)dω=0.

transform. And
Time-frequency attenuating property: the frequency spectrum of wavelet base function must be
committed in a relevant narrow frequency ban. And at the same time, in time threshold, it also must be
concentrated on stated small interval.
Besides, when choosing wavelet base function for the practical apply, it is necessary to consider
perpendicularity, symmetry, tight branch, vanishing moment and similarity synthetically.
In addition to the conditions above, the choice of multi-wavelet base should follow the principles
of high time-frequency resolution ratio, small decomposition index ratio and restructure error,
estimated variance approaching practice .Among the three conditions, the prior two conditions are
used to improve the effect of signal de-noising and the third condition is used to simplify calculating
steps.GHM multi-wavelet is symmetrical, double orthogonal multi-wavelet, obtained by Geronimo
Hardin and Massopust through complicated and fractal interpolation method. Commonly, we use
GHM multi-wavelet and Db2 wavelet to process the simulation signal of the pitting fault of bearing
outer ring, and prove the superiority of GHM in the aspect of signal de-noising .Therefore, this
paper choose GHM to conduct de-noising.
2.2.2 The choice of number plies of multi-wavelet decomposition
Set the number of plies of multi-wavelet decomposition of collection frequency as fs, the maximal
frequency of the prime energy interval of fault signal as fm (fm >0).if prime energy is in the frequency
scale of the latest plié of general picture, then
fs

>fm
(4)
Signal experienced multi-wavelet decomposition at least exists a detail component (n≥ 1), so that
we can obtain equation (5), what’s more, we obtain equation(6)
2n+1

fs
2n+1

≤

fs

(5)

22

2

fs >2 fm
(6)
The more the number of plies of wavelet is, the more detail component will be generated and the
more amount of noise will be wiped out. We can obtain the most detail components based on equation
(7).Because the number of plies of multi-wavelet decomposition is a non-negative positive integer, the
final certain equation of the greatest number of plies of wavelet decomposition of wavelet de-noising
can be indicated as equation (8).Literature has detailed discussion.
fs
fs
(7)
n+2 ≤fm ≤
2
2n+1
n=ent(lb

fs
22 fm

)

(8)

2.2.3 The determination of various detail thresholds of multi-wavelet
In the common methods of wavelet threshold processing, necessary characteristic component energy
only fixes on some limited wavelet coefficient, however, the noise energy of fault signal almost
scatters to the whole wavelet domain, so it needs to choose appropriate threshold .Set λ=σ√2lnN ( N
is the length of signal), σ as the standard deviation of noise. It is regular to use equation (9) to estimate
threshold in engineering.
median wi,j

σ=
0.6745
So the definition of hard threshold method is:

3
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wj,k , wj,k ≥λ
(10)
wi,j = 
0
wj,k <λ
In hard threshold function, wavelet coefficient wi,j is in continuous between λ and -λ.
sgnwj,k  wj,k -λ, wj,k ≥λ
(11)
wi,j = 
0
wj,k <λ
In soft threshold function, because of the contract processing of wavelet coefficient, there is
unavoidable error between wi,j and wj,k . Meanwhile, it is not consistent, which generates error hard to
be eliminated in hard threshold method and soft threshold method. In order to make up for the
inconsistence of hard threshold method and reduce the constant error of soft threshold method, this
paper uses a new threshold function, the function is as equation (12) shows:
λ-αλ

 , wj,k ≥λ,0≤α≤1
sgnwj,k   wj,k -αλexpwj,k -λ
(12)
wi,j = 
0
wj,k <λ
In the equation, α is between 0 and 1.above equation, ifα=0, threshold curve will become soft
threshold curve; if α=1, the asymptotic line of threshold curve is hard threshold curve. Although,
using the strike an average method, in which set α=0.5, increases signal to noise ratio, α is not most
one. This paper search optimal α(set α as αmid)by the means of mid-point method, and the flow path of
the algorithm is as Figure 3 shows.
α1=0, α2=1, i=1

Calculate PSNR1 and PSNR2

αmid=(α1+ α2)/2, calculate PSNRmid

PSNRmid≥ 0

i=i+1

No

α2=αmid
PSNR2=PSNRmid

Yes
α1=αmid ,PSNR1=PSNRmid
No

i<N

Yes
Output αmid, PSNRmid

Figure 3. The algorithm calculate flow

3 Simulation Confirmation
In order to check the effectiveness of improving multi-wavelet algorithm, This paper chooses
simulation signalf(t)=sin(10πt)+0.7sin(24πt)to check it. After adding 3dB signal to noise ratio,
collection frequency is set to be 1024Hz, and the time of lasting collection is 1s. And we use the
method in chapter 2.2 to determine Multi-wavelet base, decomposition and threshold.
3.1 The pretreatment and reconfiguration of GHM multi-wavelet
As GHM is a multi-wavelet, where r=2, for one-dimensional fault signal x[n],we can process it and
obtain two-dimensional input signal s0,n. In order to keep the trait of system first-order vanishing
moment trait of system, we usually choose c=√2.
x[n]
s0,n = 

(13)
c∙x[n]
The coefficient of low-pass of GHM multi-wavelet can be indicated as
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(14)

The coefficient of high-pass of CHM multi-wavelet can be described as
√2
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(15)

0

When retreating GHM multi-wavelet, we can retreat it longitudinally, and retreat it breadthwise,
then process post-filtering .Post-filter Q(k)(k=0,1) can be indicated as
0
0
0 0
3
Q0 = 4√2
3Q =
(16)
1
0 - 
5

10

10

3.2 Simulation Experiment
Simulation original signal and noise signal are as Figure 4 shows. Bringfs=1024 and fm=12 into
equation (8), and obtain the optimal number of plies of plies of multi-wavelet decomposition, 4 and α,
the value of threshold function is 0.6213 based on Figure 3.In order to judge the veracity of the
number of plies of wavelet decomposition in this paper, set the number of plies of wavelet
decomposition as, n=3, n=4 and n=5, under the same condition, and compare their effects of signal
de-noising. The effect of simulation signal effect is as Figure 5 shows, we can see when n=3, the
effect wave form of signal de-noising is obviously variant, and when n=4or n=5, the effect is similar.

Figure 4. The simulation signal.

Figure 5. The simulation signal de-noising effect.

Figure 6 provides the de-noising effect frequency spectrum of simulation signal, we can see that
when n=5,frequency component changes greatly besides 20Hz,which is different from original signal.
When n=3, de-noising signal exists error in high frequency. However, when n=5, the prime frequency
trait of simulation signal is the same as original signal. Therefore, we can draw a conclusion that when
n=4 the effect is best. To sum up, the proposed method of wavelet decomposition can resolve low
frequency into general picture effectively.
In order to check the effectiveness of detail threshold determination method proposed in this paper,
the effects of hard threshold de-noising, soft threshold de-noising and threshold de-noising given by
this paper are as Figure 7 shows in the same condition, the effect of threshold de-noising proposed in
this paper is obviously better than the effect of soft threshold de-noising and hard threshold
de-noising.
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Figure 6. The signal de-noising effects of frequency domain.

Figure 7. De-noising effect with different thresholds.

4 Conclusion
According to the principles of reflecting the low-frequency component decomposed into general
picture and decomposing noise component into details, we choose the method of the number of plies
of wavelet decomposition in fault signal de-noising. Through a midpoint optimization method, we
determine the optimal in wavelet de-noising threshold parameter, ensuring the fault signal with high
signal-to-noise ratio. Meanwhile, simulation experiments have verified the correctness of this method.
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